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Abstract
Turbulent non-premixed flames with local extinction and re-ignition exhibit multiple combustion
modes including ignition waves, diffusion flames, partially premixed flames, and ignition-assisted
partially premixed flames. The mechanisms of local extinction and re-ignition are not well understood
and numerical modeling of multi-mode combustion is a challenging task. In this work, a specially
designed swirl-burner was used to study local extinction and re-ignition of non-premixed turbulent
methane/air flames. High speed Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and laser induced fluorescence of
OH radicals (OH-PLIF) measurements along with Large Eddy Simulation (LES) were carried out to
investigate the mechanisms of extinction and re-ignition processes in the burner. LES is based on a
transported probability density function model within the framework of Eulerian Stochastic Fields
(PDF-ESF). It is found that local extinction occurs when the scalar dissipation rate around the
stoichiometric mixture fraction is high. The characteristic time scale for local extinction and reignition in the present flames is an order of magnitude longer than the characteristic time scale of
diffusion/extinction of laminar flamelets. There are two mechanisms for flame hole re-ignition in the
present flames. First, under low degree of local extinction conditions (i.e., for small flame holes
surrounded by flames) the flame hole re-ignition is due to the mechanism of turbulent flame folding.
Second, under high degree of extinction conditions (i.e., with large regions of extinction and lifted
flames), re-ignition of the locally extinguished flame is due to the mechanism of ignition assisted
partially premixed flame propagation. The results show that the PDF-ESF model is capable of
simulating the quenching and re-ignition process found in the experiments.
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1 Introduction
Local flame extinction is a phenomenon frequently observed in turbulent non-premixed flames. The location of
the extinction may vary depending on the flow dynamics, transport processes, and chemical reactions. Several
mechanisms for the local flame extinction have been discussed in the literature. It is well understood that the
flame extinguishes in regions of high scalar dissipation rate [1–5]. Some authors have reported local flame
extinction due to high-level fluctuations of scalar dissipation rate [6–8], e.g., in the near field of jet flames. There
are also results showing local flame extinction due to the unsteady radial movement of vortices originating from
the fuel flow stream of lifted methane/air jet flames [9–11]. For more complex flame configurations, e.g.,
swirling non-premixed flames, the scenario for local flame extinction can be more complex [5,12]. In the Sydney
swirl flames, the local extinction did not seem to correlate with the instability of the fuel jet [5]; instead, local
flame extinction was shown to originate from outer radial locations closer to the coflow air than to the fuel jet
[12].
The local fuel/air mixture in the extinction region may re-ignite downstream forming a flame hole. Re-ignition of
the extinction region may be due to the mechanism of turbulent flame folding, in which the turbulent transport
plays a dominant role. In this mechanism, re-ignition occurs through heat and mass transfer, by bringing hot gas
into contact (and mixing) with unburnt reactants [13–15], and by transporting radicals from neighbouring
burning flamelets [16,17]. Edge flame propagation is another mechanism for re-ignition, in which the edge of the
downstream flame propagates inwards along the stoichiometric surface into the extinguished region [13,18,19].
This mechanism indicates a flame controlled process after the extinction of a diffusion flame disk [20–22] and
the flame leading edge is partially premixed [23,24]. Steinberg et al. [19], Juddoo and Masri [25], Elbaz and
Roberts [26] found that the edge flame propagation mechanism dominates the re-ignition process in several
flame types. Upstream of the edge flame front in the non-premixed lifted flame, a locally extinguished state
provides a mixing condition for the reactants, leading to a nearly premixed flame [27–31]. A review on the
studies of edge flame has been given by Buckmaster [32].
Though there is still a lack of general consensus on the mechanisms of local extinction and re-ignition in
turbulent non-premixed flames, it is clear that multiple combustion modes can exist when local extinction and reignition occur, e.g., diffusion flame, edge flame, premixed flame, and ignition front propagation. This poses a
challenge to the application of specifically designed turbulent combustion models to simulate such flames. For
example, Kempf et al. [33] performed numerical simulations of the Sydney swirl flames using a stationary
flamelet model; they reported a well-predicted recirculation flow structure but a less satisfactory prediction of the
extinction events. Several authors have confirmed that models based on a single scalar alone could not predict
the local extinction and re-ignition process, e.g., mixture fraction based flamelet models [34] or conventional
conditional moment closure (CMC) model based on singly conditioning on mixture fraction [35,36]. This is
because that conditioning of temperature (and species mass fractions) on mixture fraction and scalar dissipation
rate does not collapse the data from flames with local extinction and re-ignition onto the same curve at low scalar
dissipation rates as expected from the flamelet model [37]. It is recognized that to model local extinction and reignition at least two variables are needed: one variable describing the mixing of fuel and oxidizer and a second
variable allowing for the distinction between burning and non-burning regions [38]. Kronenburg et al. presented
an extended CMC model by doubly conditioning on two variables, a sensible enthalpy that represents the
reaction progress variable and the mixture fraction that represents the mixing process [38,39]. The doubly
conditioned moment closure method showed promising results for predicting local extinction, the onset of re-

ignition, and the occurrence of global extinction when comparing with results obtained from direct numerical
simulations (DNS). Recently, it has been shown that by taking into account the convective and sub-grid scale
conditional flux terms in the CMC equation (referred to as 3D-CMC), the model can capture the local extinction
and re-ignition process in Sandia flame F [16] and a swirl-stabilized non-premixed flame [40]. Along the line of
flamelet/progress variable (FPV) modeling, Ihme and Pitsch [34,41] reported that the modeling of the presumed
probability density function (PDF) for the reactive scalar and the consideration of unsteady effects were of
particular importance during local flame extinction and subsequent re-ignition. The models for the presumed
PDFs for conserved and reactive scalars were re-examined and a statistically most likely distribution (SMLD)
was employed and tested in a priori studies using DNS data and experimental results from the Sandia flame
series. SMLD is able to enforce an arbitrary amount of moment information and the consideration of time scale
information. For Sandia Flames D and E, the extended FPV model with SMLD showed good predictions of
mixture-fraction-conditioned results, although with the over-prediction of the consumption of fuel and oxidizer
on the fuel-rich side, resulting in an over-prediction of minor species.
It is expected that multi-mode combustion process requires a model-free simulation approach such as DNS [42]
or simulations with turbulent combustion models that are combustion mode and regime independent. One such
model is the transported probability density (PDF) model. Masri and Pope [43] applied the PDF method to
predict turbulent non-premixed jet flames. However, due to the use of one-step chemical kinetic mechanism, the
local extinction event was not properly captured. Tang et al. [44] incorporated a multi-step chemical kinetic
mechanism into the PDF model and they demonstrated that the model was capable of replicating local extinction
and re-ignition processes fairly well. For swirling non-premixed flames, e.g., the Sydney non-premixed swirling
flame series, the earlier work of Masri et al. [45] showed promising predictions of the flow field using the
transported PDF model, and James et al. [46] showed good prediction of temperature and flow fields using the
transported PDF model. More recently, Jones and co-workers have reported successful applications of the
transported PDF method coupled with LES for the simulation of various flames, for example, local extinction in
Sandia flame series [47], Sydney piloted flames [48], auto-ignition in a hydrogen jet flame stabilized in a co-flow
of vitiated air [49], premixed swirling flames [50], and partially-premixed swirling flames [51]. Brauner et al.
[52] validated the PDF model on Cambridge stratified swirling flames by reproducing the velocities and major
species profiles with a good accuracy. In the LES framework, the PDF modelling uncertainties are believed to be
alleviated due to the well resolved time fluctuations and small sub-grid fluctuations [53]. Thus, with the growing
computational capability, PDF coupled with LES is expected to be reliable in predicting the non-premixed
swirling flames.
Turbulent non-premixed swirling flames are widely used in engineering combustion devices such as aeroengines. Due to the complexity of interactions between flow fields and combustion in non-premixed swirling
flames, the mechanisms of flame extinction and re-ignition are not well understood. Very recently, Elbaz et al.
[54–56] reported a series of experimental studies of local extinction and re-ignition in turbulent non-premixed
flames stabilized in a co-centric conical swirl burner using PIV and OH PLIF imaging. The experiments clearly
demonstrated the transition from burner-attached non-premixed swirling flames to flames with local extinction
and re-ignition, and finally to flame liftoff and blowout. It was found that the onset of local extinction in the
burner was sensitive to the burner exit geometry. For a given swirl number, the burner with a diverging quarl
was more resilient to local extinction than the burner without the quarl. The stability regime of the burner with
the diverging quarl was much wider than that without the quarl.
In the present work, LES with transported PDF model in the framework of ESF is carried out to study the local
extinction and re-ignition process in turbulent swirling non-premixed flames of Elbaz et al. [56]. The objectives

of this study are (i) to investigate the mechanisms of local extinction and re-ignition in this class of turbulent nonpremixed swirling flames, and (ii) to evaluate the performance of LES-PDF model for prediction of turbulent
non-premixed swirl flames with local extinction and re-ignition. The experimental flame of Elbaz et al. [56] is
selected due to the available experimental data that includes a wide range of experimental conditions covering
burner-attached diffusion flames, and flames with local extinction and re-ignition.

2 Numerical methods
In LES of turbulent reactive flows, the transport equations consist of the spatially filtered Navier-Stokes
equations, and transport equations for reactive scalars, etc. [47,48]. As an example, transport equation for the
filtered species mass fraction,

is expressed as follows:

(1)
where

denotes spatial filtering and
and

width, respectively.

denotes density weighted spatial filtering, viz.,

with

and

being the filter function and filter

is the filtered molecular transport flux for species

filtered chemical reaction rate of species

α along x i direction, and

is the

α . The large eddy motion is described by the filtered quantities

obtained from the above equation. The sub-grid scale (SGS) effect is taken into account in the term
. Following the work of Jones et al. [50], the sub-grid scalar flux and the sub-grid stress (for the
momentum equations) are modeled using the Smagorinsky model [57], viz., for the scalar fluxes,

(2)
where

μ sgs is modeled as

with

denoting the mean strain rate tensor. The

σ sgs is the turbulent Prandtl/Schmidt number, assigned a value
of 0.7, equal for all species [48,58,59]. A single-time one-point joint PDF P sgs ( ψ ; x, t) describing the random
Smagorinsky constant C s is set a value of 0.17;
motion in the sub-grid scale is expressed as:

(3)
is the fine-grained PDF, and N s is the number of scalars calculated in

in which
the governing equation.

ψ represents the sample space of the random scalar quantities ϕ with δ denoting the

Dirac delta function. P sgs is the probability of observing the random variables
density-weighted PDF,
equations, see e.g. [49,60]:

. The evolution of the

, can be derived from conservation

(4)
where the quantity in the angle bracket < Q| ψ > represents the mean conditioned on the scalars having the
value of

ψ . Similar to Jones et al. [50], the LMSE (Linear Mean Square Estimation closure) model [61], also

known as the IEM (interaction by exchanging with the mean) model [62], is adopted for the micro-mixing term.
This model has shown promising results in various applications [58,63]. The above joint PDF equation can be
written as:

(5)

Eq. (5) is solved using the Eulerian Stochastic Fields (ESF) method proposed by Valino [64]. In the ESF
method, the joint sub-grid PDF is determined from N stochastic fields

for each of the scalars

ψα ,

:

(6)
The governing equation of the n th stochastic field ( ) can be written as:

(7)
in which
Schmidt numbers

is the sum of the molecular and the SGS (sub-grid scale) diffusion coefficient. The

σ and σ sgs are assumed a constant value of 0.7, following Ref. [59]. d W i (n) is the increment

of a vector Wiener process that is spatially uniform but different for each field. The SGS-mixing constant C ϕ is
assigned a value of 2, following the work of Jones et al. [50,65]. The time-scale of the sub-grid mixing is given
as:

(8)
With increasing number of stochastic fields, the sum of Wiener terms approaches zero. The spatially filtered
scalars can be approximated from the ensemble of N stochastic fields:

(9)
with the statistical error decreasing as

. The computational cost increases with the number of stochastic

fields. Based on the previous works for different applications [50,56] and considering the overall computational
cost, eight stochastic fields are used in this study. An evaluation of the sensitivity of the Wiener term and the
reaction rate term in Eq. (7), as well as the conditional average of the mass fraction of OH radicals on the flame
surface to the number of stochastic fields is presented in Appendix A. It is shown that eight stochastic fields offer
an acceptable trade-off between the result-sensitivity and the computational cost.

3 Burner assembly and computational setups
The schematic of the swirl burner geometry of Elbaz et al. [56] and the computational domain are illustrated in
Fig. 1(a) and (b), respectively. The burner comprises an inner central fuel (methane) jet with a diameter of
and an annular axial air tube with the diameter ranging from d fo to d A , where
outer diameter of the fuel jet and
with a diameter

is the

is the inner diameter of the air tube. In addition, four tangent air jets

is installed in the location

upstream of the burner exit plane. The tangential air

jets are employed to generate a swirling airflow. This burner configuration was referred to as the burner without
the quarl in Elbaz et al. [56].
alt-text: Fig. 1
Fig. 1

The swirl burner schematic (a) and the computational domain (b).

The computational domain has been selected based on previous studies of a similar burner [55]. Downstream of
the burner, a conical domain is considered in the simulation. The length of the conical domain is 70d f , and in the
radial direction the computational domain extends from 15d f at the burner exit plane, and 25d f at the
downstream boundary. As will be shown in the next section the flow velocity at the outer far-field boundary in
the radial direction is essentially zero, which implies that the computational domain is sufficiently large. The
minimum grid size is

in the flame region in the burner near field. The size grows gradually along the axial

direction, and the near wall grid size (the first layer grid near the wall) is 0.02 mm for the wall of the fuel tube

and 0.04 mm for the wall of the annular air tube, of which the total cell number is about 6 million. A mesh
sensitivity study is carried out using another 2 million hexahedron grids, which will be discussed later. The 6
million mesh is adopted as the baseline mesh in the result analysis.
The boundary conditions were specified as follows. Since the fuel was supplied through a long pipe, a velocity
mapping method was employed to determine the inflow boundary condition of the fuel inlet, i.e. the velocity
profile at a downstream section was mapped to the fuel inlet. This mapping process was repeated in the entire
flame simulations to allow for a temporal evolution of the inlet turbulent flow. When the inlet velocity profile
reached that of a statistically stationary fully developed turbulent pipe flow, and the flame also developed to
statistically stationary, the results were used to compute statistical averages for the analysis of local extinction and
re-ignition. For the air inlets, a top-hat velocity profile is assumed since the tangential flow from the four air jets
generates a strong turbulence field that is insensitive to the actual velocity profile of the air inlets. At the wall
boundaries, a non-slip zero velocity condition is applied and zero-gradient for the pressure is assumed. As the
flame located in an open environment, for an open boundary (cf. Fig. 1) and the outlet, the total pressure
condition [66] and zero-gradient for the velocity is adopted, allowing the free entrainment of the ambient air into
the flame. The fuel and air temperature is set at 298 K, and the combustor pressure is 1 atm.
The solver is based on OpenFoam libraries [66]. A second order filtered-linear implicit scheme is utilized for the
spatial discretization, and the second-order backward Euler scheme is employed for the temporal integration. The
Pressure Implicit with Splitting of Operator (PISO) algorithm is used for the pressure-velocity coupling. The
solver has been validated and applied to studies of turbulent non-premixed flames [21,55] and turbulent
premixed flames [60,67]. Considering the high computational cost required by the present LES-PDF model, a
skeletal chemical mechanism with 16 species and 35 reactions developed by Smooke [68] is adopted to model
chemical reactions. According to the computation of one-dimensional (1D) counterflow methane/air diffusion
flame at 1 atm pressure and 298 K reactants temperature, a quenching scalar dissipation rate of
with the current skeletal mechanism, which is comparable to the corresponding value of

is predicted
predicted using

GRI3.0 mechanism [69]. The laminar flame speed calculated using the Smooke mechanism is 43 cm/s, which is
slightly higher than the value of 39 cm/s calculated using the GRI3.0 mechanism. These differences are expected
to be not affecting the qualitative analysis of the results.
The conditions of the studied flames are listed in Table 1, where the bulk flow velocity of the fuel stream U f ,
through the central fuel jet varies from 8.7m/s to 55m/s, while the airflow is kept constant. U a is the axial air
velocity through the annular tube, U t is the tangential air velocity through four tangential air tubes, and U e is the
bulk flow velocity of the air stream at the burner exit. A geometric swirl number [70], S g , is kept constant at 12
with varying fuel jet velocities. The geometric swirl number is defined as follows,

(10)
where r 0 is the radius of the air tube where the tangential air is injected (here

); m θ and m A are the
tangential and axial air flow rates, respectively. A t is the area of the four tangential air inlets.
alt-text: Table 1
Table 1
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the Proof.

Key parameters of the studied flames. ”“ Fno ” stands for the burner without the quarl [56].
Cases

U f [m/s]

Fno8.7

8.7

Fno33

33

Fno55

55

U a [m/s]

U t [m/s]

U e [m/s]

Sg

0.65

37.9

4.85

12

S
0.909
0.820
0.574

The geometric swirl number defined in Eq. (10) denotes the swirl level of the airflow only. Masri et al. [5,12]
quantified the swirl level of the Sydney swirl flames using a different airflow swirl number (defined as the ratio
of the tangential velocity to that of the axial velocity at the exit of the airflow annulus). It should be noted that
these airflow swirl numbers do not represent the overall swirling flow effect of the burner since the fuel flow is
excluded. An effective swirl number accounting for the momentum of the entire inflow, from both the air inlet
and the fuel inlet, can be defined as follows [71],

(11)
where U t and U a denote the tangential velocity and the axial velocity components at the burner exit plane,
respectively. This swirl number decreases with the increasing central fuel jet velocities, Table 1. Consequently,
the effects of swirl flow on the flame become weaker as the fuel jet velocity increases.

4 Results and discussion
4.1 Flow field and flame structures
Figure 2 (a), (c), and (d) shows a comparison of the mean axial velocities and the RMS axial velocities
fluctuations obtained from the PIV measurements and the LES at different flame heights along the radial
direction for three cases. Figure 2(b) compares the mean tangential velocity from PIV and LES at the
corresponding flame heights along the radial direction for case Fno8.7. The time-averaged LES results are
obtained with 10 characteristic flow-through times. The mean axial velocities and the RMS axial velocity
fluctuations predicted in LES are in close agreement with the experimental data, indicating that the overall flow
fields are well predicted using the LES-ESF method for all three flames. The PDF-LES can also predict the
tangential velocities reasonably well. Furthermore, it can be seen that the LES results for the Fno8.7 flame from
both meshes yield an almost identical mean flow velocity, revealing that the results are relatively insensitive to
the grid size with the current grid resolution. There is a minor difference in the peak mean axial velocity and the
peak RMS axial velocity fluctuation on the centerline predicted from the LES using both meshes. As the refined

mesh with 6 million cells gives a slightly better agreement with the experiments, it is used in the remaining LES
studies.
alt-text: Fig. 2
Fig. 2

Mean axial velocities and RMS axial velocities fluctuations from PIV (symbols) and LES (lines) for flame cases Fno8.7 (a),
Fno33 (c), and Fno55 (d); and mean tangential velocity profiles from PIV (symbols) and LES (lines) for Fno8.7 (b). Coarse
mesh: 2 million cells, refined mesh: 6 million cells.

From the mean axial velocity (normalized by the mean fuel jet velocity, U/U f ), two peaks of positive mean axial
velocity can be found along the radial coordinate, and in between the two peaks a negative axial velocity can be
found. This flow structure indicates the existence of a swirl induced Internal Recirculation Zone (IRZ) for all
three flames. The velocity peak on the centerline is due to the fuel jet; the velocity peak in the outer shear layer
of the IRZ is due to the swirling airflow. Both peaks decrease along downstream direction, with the peak at the
outer shear layer shifting outward in the radial direction, owing to the expansion of the swirling airflow. With
increasing fuel jet velocities, the second peak becomes relatively weaker (compared with the fuel jet velocity),
implying that the fuel jet flow becomes more dominant; however, the structure of IRZ remains similar in all
flame cases.
The RMS velocity pulsation profiles (u ′ normalized by U f ) from the LES and the measurements are also in

good agreement with each other for all three flame cases, although a small shift of the peak u ′/U f off the
centerline is found for the Fno33 and Fno55 cases near the burner exit. This difference could be attributed partly

to the open boundary as shown in Fig. 1(b), being selected relatively close to the burner exit, especially for the
higher jet velocities. It is expected that a larger computational domain could give better results but the
computational cost would be higher. Moreover, the discrepancy between the LES results and the experiments
could also be due to the assumption of adiabatic condition in LES, which may cause the over-prediction of flame
temperature and under-prediction of density. Judging the overall prediction of the mean and RMS velocities, the
current numerical results are considered to be acceptable.
Figure 3 shows the instantaneous OH distributions from the experiments and LES for the three flames. The low
fuel jet velocity flame Fno8.7 (

) shows a continuous OH field starting from the burner extending to

which indicates that the flame is burner-attached without local extinction. The OH layer coincides
with the iso-line of stoichiometric mixture fraction, indicating that the combustion process is a classical diffusion
flame. In the Fno33 flame case, the instantaneous OH PLIF field exhibits isolated flame holes and flame kernels
in the near burner region (

), whereas the LES predicted OH mass fraction shows also flame

kernels separated by the flame holes. The flame kernels are around the iso-line of the stoichiometric mixture
fraction. With further increase of the fuel jet velocity to

the instantaneous OH PLIF field shows a

discontinuous OH distribution, with a small region of OH in the proximity of the burner exit (x ~ 0–10 mm),

followed by a region where OH is absent (x ~ 20–50 mm) denoting local flame extinction, and further
downstream a continuous OH field (

) denoting re-ignition, cf. Fig. 3(c). The LES predicted OH mass

fraction shows a similar distribution. Again, the OH layer overlaps with the stoichiometric mixture fraction. As
will be shown later, the lower flame part in Fno33 and Fno55 is stabilized by the swirl induced reversed flow (cf.
Fig. 2), which brings the hot products and reactants upstream into the airflow tube.
alt-text: Fig. 3
Fig. 3

Instantaneous distribution of OH PLIF signal intensity and LES predicted OH mass fraction for three flame cases. The white
line represents the iso-line of the stoichiometric mixture fraction, and the small box marks the fuel tube.

The mean OH field displayed in Fig. 4 shows a rather thin layer of OH PLIF field near the burner exit (x ~ 0–
15 mm) in the low-speed flame Fno8.7, indicating that the local flame is rather steady and nearly laminar. Further
downstream (x ~ 20–50 mm), the mean OH layer is much broader, corresponding to the strong fluctuation of
the wrinkled OH layer (cf. Fig. 3(a)). The mean OH field of the Fno33 flame shows a broader near-burner mean
OH layer, followed by a low OH intensity region (x ~ 25–40 mm) due to local extinction (Fig. 4(b)) and finally

a broad region with high OH intensity (x ~ 50–100 mm, Fig. 4(c)). The mean OH intensity downstream of the
burner exit (x ~ 0–50 mm) in the high-velocity flame Fno55 is very low due to the strong local extinction

downstream the burner. Further downstream, the mean OH layer is broad, with the width of the layer expanding
to the entire window shown in Fig. 4(d). Though the OH fields observed in experiments are not so smooth and
the comparisons are qualitative, it is shown that LES can simulate reasonably well the mean OH field observed
in the experiments.
alt-text: Fig. 4
Fig. 4

Mean OH PLIF signal intensity and LES predicted mean mass fraction of OH radicals for the three flame cases.

To characterize the local extinction, it is useful to quantify the extent of local extinction using a quenching
probability [72]. Different criteria have been discussed in the literature to define a locally quenched region. Masri
et al. [5,12] proposed to use a temperature-based criterion (burning index)

where T 0 is

the ambient temperature and T b is the temperature of the stoichiometric mixture at a low strain rate condition.
B IT close to 1 indicates stable burning while close to zero indicates extinction. Hewson and Kerstein [72]
discussed two other criteria, one temperature-based and one radical based, i.e., with the temperature of the
stoichiometric mixture below 1000K or the radical concentration close to zero indicating local extinction,
respectively. The radical based criterion and T < 1000K criterion were shown to yield similar results. The
probability of P(T < 1000K) is also similar to

(burning index) [72]. In the present experiments, the

temperature data were not available, and we used the OH radicals based criterion of Hewson and Kerstein [72]
as the measure of local extinction and re-ignition.
Figure 5 shows the quenching probability obtained from the OH PLIF experiments and the OH mass fraction
from LES along the flame height for the Fno33 and Fno55 cases. In both cases, the LES predicted a low
quenching probability in the near burner region (x<10–20mm), followed by a high quenching probability around
x ~

30–50mm for Fno33, and x ~

20–30mm for Fno55. This trend agrees reasonably well with the

experiments. The LES predicted quenching probability agrees better with the experiments for the high speed
flame case Fno55, which also exhibits a higher quenching probability than the case Fno33. For the Fno33 case,

the LES predicted a lower quenching probability in the region of x ~ 25–40mm than the experiments, which
can also be seen in the mean OH field shown in Fig. 4(b). This discrepancy may be partly due to the
uncertainties in the chemical kinetic mechanism used. In the near burner region the difference between the LES
predicted quenching probability and the experimental one is larger, due to the highly transient nature of the local
extinction event in this region where the onset of local extinction starts to occur, cf. Fig. 3.
alt-text: Fig. 5
Fig. 5

Quenching probability along the flame height for (a) Fno33 and (b) Fno55, determined from 2D OH PLIF experiments and 2D
and 3D OH mass fractions from LES, and 2D temperature from LES. Exp

: 2D OH PLIF data with a binarization threshold

value of α .

To compute the quenching probability, 500 OH PLIF images were post-processed according to the following
procedure. First, the left half of the OH PLIF image, which has a slightly better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), was
binarized, i.e., the burning region being set to a value of 1 and the quenching region a value of 0, according to a
threshold value that depends on the SNR [3,19]. Then, the quenching probability is calculated as
where N is the total number of samples used in the calculation and s i is an quenching
index (0 denotes burning and 1 quenching). At a given flame height (x), if all binarized OH signal in a PLIF
image sample is zero within a spatial interval of
flame height is set as

in the axial direction, the quenching index at the given

. For LES results, the quenching probability is determined from OH mass fraction

within 5 flow-through times following a similar procedure.
The sensitivity of quenching probability to the binarization threshold of OH signal intensity was examined. As
seen in Fig. 5(a), the results are relatively insensitive to the threshold when the value of 0.2 was chosen, although
in the near burner region the sensitivity is higher, due to the highly transient nature of the local extinction event in
this region. Since the SNR of OH PLIF is about 4.6, the signal is noisy when the normalized OH PLIF signal is
below the value of 1/SNR, i.e., around 0.2. As the OH PLIF images are two dimensional, a similar two
dimensional analysis was performed when post-processing the LES results, the results being denoted as ”“LES2D”. The critical threshold in LES used for the determination of quenching is Y OH,c . When Y OH < Y OH,c , the
flame is considered to be quenched, with s i setting a value of 1. Four threshold values were tested as shown in
Fig. 5(a), which reveals that the results are relatively insensitive to Y OH,c when Y OH,c is about
about 1% of the maximal OH mass fraction in the field. In the Fno55 flame case,
used for the calculation of quenching probability. For comparison, a critical temperature

which is
was therefore
was used as

another criterion for local extinction. It is seen that the temperature criterion yields a similar trend of quenching

probability as that of the OH criterion, although

is a slightly more relaxed criterion for local extinction

as compared with the OH radical criterion. In Fig. 5(a), the profile ”“LES-3D” shows the quenching probability
obtained from the 3D LES results following the same procedure as that in the 2D analysis. It appears that for
flame Fno33, the 2D and 3D results differ considerably, indicating a highly 3D local flame hole structure in this
flame. For flame Fno55, the difference between 2D and 3D results is relatively small, due to the high quenching
probability and larger flame holes, cf. Fig. 3. The larger difference between the 2D and 3D results in the near
burner region of flame Fno55 is due to the highly transient nature of the local extinction events in the region.
Figure 6 shows the LES predicted the mean axial velocity, the mean temperature, mean mass fractions of CH 2 O,
OH, HCO, and the mean HRR (heat release rate), the mean mixture fraction Z, and the mean scalar dissipation
rate χ , computed using LES data collected within 10 characteristic flow-through times with a further spatially
circumferential averaging. The scalar dissipation rate calculated in LES used the following equation [73,74]:

(12)
In all flame cases, the internal recirculation zone (enclosed by the green lines) is shown to extend into the airflow
tube, upstream the exit of the fuel jet. The reversed flow transports the fuel into the airflow tube creating a
suitable condition for mixing. The scalar dissipation rate around the stoichiometric mixture fraction in the
recirculation zone is much lower than the referenced value for quenching of a steady laminar flame (
for the current chemical kinetic mechanism), which is the reason that the present flame is stabilized in the airflow
tube. Several authors have compared the quenching scalar dissipation rate in laminar unsteady flames [75] and
turbulent flames [18,42] with that of steady laminar flames. It has been shown that quenching in an unsteady
laminar vortical flow or in a turbulent flame occurred at a scalar dissipation rate greater than the quenching scalar
dissipation rate of a steady laminar flame. From the distributions of HRR, HCO, OH, and temperature, it appears
that the flame is stabilized in the recirculation zone around the stoichiometric mixture fraction in all flame cases.
The flame inside the recirculation zone is a burner attached diffusion flame.
alt-text: Fig. 6
Fig. 6

Time-averaged mean axial velocity (U x ), mean temperature (T), mean mass fractions of CH 2 O, OH and HCO, mean heat
release rate (HRR), mean mixture fraction (Z) and mean scalar dissipation rate ( χ ) for flame Fno8.7 (top row), Fno33 (midrow), Fno55 (bottom row). The white line denotes the iso-line of stoichiometric mixture fraction (Z st ), and the green line
denotes the iso-line of zero axial velocity,

.

The onset of the IRZ is a result of the vortex breakdown of the swirling airflow, which is sensitive to the
effective swirl number. In the inner shear layer adjacent to the fuel jet stream, the scalar dissipation rate is high.
In the outer shear layer of the IRZ adjacent to the swirling airflow stream, the mixture is close to stoichiometric
and the scalar dissipation rate is low. This allows for the diffusion flame to be stabilized in the IRZ. The size of
the recirculation zone downstream the fuel jet decreases with the increasing fuel jet velocity due to the increasing
axial momentum flux, which gives rise to a decreasing swirl number, cf. Table 1. With the increasing central fuel
jet velocity and the decreasing size of recirculation zone, the iso-line of the stoichiometric mixture fraction
(where the diffusion flame is located) moves closer to the inner layer of the recirculation zone where the scalar
dissipation rate is high, and the flame becomes weaker, eventually leading to local extinction.
In the Sydney turbulent bluff body and swirling flames measured by Masri et al. [5,12], similar local extinction
locations (”neck” regions) have been reported. In the Sydney burner, a large bluff body was placed in between
the fuel nozzle and the air annulus, whereas the present one has no such bluff body. This leads to a significantly
different mixing field and different quenching mechanism. In the case with a bluff body, the mixing of the fuel
and the air in the recirculation zone downstream the bluff body leads to a significantly smaller gradient of
mixture fraction and a less severe local extinction. Masri et al. [12] found that the local extinction was originated
from outer radial locations closer to the coflow air rather than the fuel jet, where high tangential shear stresses
tend to exist. In the present flames, the scalar dissipation rate is high in the inner boundary of the recirculation
zone adjacent to the fuel flow stream, owing to the high gradient of mixture fraction. Thus, local extinction in the
present flames is due to the high scalar dissipation rate in the inner boundary layer adjacent to the fuel jet.
It is interesting to note that for flames Fno33 and Fno55 CH 2 O, HCO, and HRR are found in rather thin layer in
the recirculation zone, whereas downstream of the recirculation zone, the mean CH 2 O, HCO, and temperature
are found in rather broad and fuel-rich regions. As will be shown later this is due to the combustion of the fuelrich branch of the tribrachial flame structure in the region downstream the recirculation zone.
To examine the statistics of the flames, Fig. 7 shows the Joint Probability Density Function (JPDF) of
temperature and mixture fraction for flames Fno33 and Fno55 at three flame heights. The JPDF is computed
using the LES data collected within a flow-through time. For a given mixture fraction the highest temperature
that could be found in the domain is that of the diffusion flame at a low scalar dissipation rate. At
temperature at stoichiometric mixture fraction distributes in the range of

the

and the mean

temperature is rather close to the highest temperature at a given mixture fraction. This is a result of the high
probability of having a diffusion flame under low scalar dissipation rate at the flame height. As will be discussed
later, there are also small flame holes at this low flame height, which is responsible for the JPDF of low
temperatures at Z st . At

the PDF of having a temperature at Z st lower than

is much higher,

which gives rise to a mean temperature significantly lower than the peak flame temperature of a diffusion flame.
From the results discussed earlier, this is a result of the significantly higher probability of having flame holes at
this flame height, cf. the quenching probability diagram in Fig. 5. At further downstream,

the mean

flame temperature is rather close to the highest temperature, indicating that the probability of having flame holes
is low at this flame height. There is a noticeably high PDF of temperature lower than the diffusion flame one in
the fuel-rich mixture, e.g., Z ~ 0.3–0.5. This corresponds to the mixture in the fuel-rich region of the flame hole
discussed earlier.
alt-text: Fig. 7
Fig. 7

Joint PDFs of temperature and mixture fraction at three flame heights for flame Fno33 (top row) and flame Fno55 (bottom
row). The red line denotes the conditional mean value. The vertical dashed line indicated the condition of the stoichiometric
mixture fraction. The color bar indicates the value of JPDF in a log-scale.

Compared with Fno33, Fno55 has a severer extent of local extinction, as indicated in the JPDF of temperature
and mixture fraction in Fig. 7. At

temperature scatters from

high probability of having flame holes. At
. At

to

around Z st , indicating the

the flame is totally quenched as the temperature is below

the mixture fraction is below 0.3 due to the entrainment of fresh air. The flame is re-ignited

again as indicated by the high temperature up to

.

4.2 Structure and dynamics of the flame hole
Flame holes are observed in the low part of flames Fno33 and Fno55. The structure and dynamics of the flame
holes are analyzed in this section. Since the structures of the flames holes are similar in both flames, the
discussion is focused on the flame Fno33. To be specific, a flame hole is defined as the region on the iso-surface
of Z st , where the temperature is below

[72], while the surrounding temperature on the surface is that of a

diffusion flame. The chemical reactions in the flame hole are locally quenched due to the low temperature.
The flame holes are unsteady and evolving in both space and time. Figure 8 shows a spatial and temporal
evolution of two flame holes in the region

of flame Fno33. The flame holes are indicated

using the distribution of temperature on the instantaneous iso-surface of Z st . To examine the influence of the
local scalar dissipation rate on the flame holes, the distribution of the scalar dissipation rate on the iso-surface of
Z st is also shown. The iso-surface of Z st is wrinkled by the turbulent flow and the structure is rotating in time
due to the swirling flow motion. At

a low-temperature region is shown on the iso-surface of Z st , i.e.,

the region marked as A. The scalar dissipation rate in region A is around 1
scalar dissipation rate for quenching of steady laminar flame,
decreases with time, i.e., at the instances of time of

much smaller than the referenced

. The area of this flame hole in region A

and

the flame hole is much smaller than that at

. It appears that the flame hole A is along its path to re-ignition. On the other hand, region B has a rather
high local scalar dissipation rate, around 35
at

and

. At

region B is a flame, while it becomes a flame hole

. It is clear that region B is along its path to local extinction. The evolution of the two

flame holes discussed above indicates that (a) an initial flame region can develop into a flame hole when the
local scalar dissipation rate is sufficiently high; (b) in the region with the scalar dissipation rate significantly

lower than

χq , a flame hole can be re-ignited. The size of flame hole A is approximately (in diameter)

shrinks at a speed around

and

. This speed is significantly higher than the laminar flame speed in a

methane/air stoichiometric mixture.
alt-text: Fig. 8
Fig. 8

T and

χ contours on the 3D iso-surface of Z st for flame Fno33 for a time interval

.

denotes an arbitrary

time when the flame is at the statistically stationary state. Region-A shows a re-ignition event and region-B indicates a local
extinction event.

Statistical analyses of the flame holes shown in Fig. 8 are performed using the JPDF of temperature and scalar
dissipation rate, cf. Fig. 9(a). The sample data are collected on the iso-surface of Z st for the region
of flame Fno33, within a time interval of
high JPDF, a high-T branch around

. As seen, there are two temperature branches of

and a low-T branch around

. The high-T branch represents the

stable diffusion flame state and it is found under low scalar dissipation rate,
represents the flame holes, which is found under the condition of

. The low-T branch

. Quenching and re-ignition states are

found in between the high-T and the low-T branches. Significantly high JPDF of quenching and re-ignition
states can be found for moderate scalar dissipation rate, i.e.,

. Since

represents the

condition of quenching of a steady laminar flame, it is clear that for turbulent flames local extinction can occur at
much lower values of χ , while under

χ > χq the flame is quenched. Thus, χ > χq is a sufficient but not

necessary condition for local quenching in the present turbulent flames.
alt-text: Fig. 9
Fig. 9

(a) JPDF of T and 1/ χ based on sample data collected on the iso-surface of Z st for the region

of flame

and PDF of temperature conditioned on Z st and different values of χ and instants of
(c), and
(d). The grey background shows the moderately low values of χ (

Fno33, within a time interval of 10
time, i.e.,

(b),

). The data shown in (b)-–(d) correspond to the same sample data as in (a). The vertical dashed line indicates
the condition of

.

To examine the dynamics of local extinction, the temporal evolution of the PDF of temperature conditioned on
Z st and large values of χ , i.e.,

is shown in Fig. 9(b), and on small values of χ , i.e.,

in Fig. 9(c). Figure 9(d) shows the data points with moderately high values of χ , i.e.,

is shown
. The PDF is

based on the same sample data as the JPDF shown in Fig. 9(a). Under the high scalar dissipation rate conditions,
the iso-surface of Z st is either at the quenching state (with low temperature about 900 K), or along its
path to local extinction (with the temperature decreasing with time), cf., Fig. 9(b). On the other hand, it is clear
that for the small values of

χ (Fig. 9(c)), most points on the iso-surface of Z st are either at the flame state (with

high temperature), or along its path to re-ignition (with the temperature increasing with time), with an exception
of the data points around

where the points are on its way of local extinction. The data points with

moderately high scalar dissipation rate behave similarly, with most of the points on the way to local extinction, in
Fig. 9(d). For the moderately low scalar dissipation rate, no clear extinction or re-ignition manifolds could be
identified, cf., the grey background shown in Fig. 9(b)-–(d).

Figure 9 (b) shows that the time scale for local extinction, e.g., one of the quenching manifolds of
about 0.9

is

. The re-ignition time as shown by the ignition-manifolds (with temperature increasing with time) is

on the same order of magnitude, Fig. 9(c). The extinction/re-ignition time may be compared with the diffusion
time of an unsteady laminar flamelet. Mauß et al. [76] estimated the diffusion time scale of an unsteady laminar
flamelet. By balancing the unsteady term and the diffusive term of the unsteady laminar flamelet equation, it was
found that

where t d was considered to be the characteristic time scale of flamelet extinction [76]. The diffusion/extinction
time of flamelet under the present flame conditions is

which is an order of magnitude

shorter than the extinction time or re-ignition in the flame Fno33. This result is consistent with the the DNS result
of turbulent non-premixed ethylene jet flames by Lignell et al. [42], where it was found that the local extinction
time is around 0.1ms for the case with the highest nitrogen dilution in the fuel and oxygen streams. The
diffusion/extinction time of flamelet was estimated to be

which is also an order of magnitude shorter

than its extinction time.
The local extinction and re-ignition process of a flame hole can be described as follows. First, at high values of
scalar dissipation rate, the rate of air mixing to the flame leads to a decrease of the local temperature and a
decrease in the local reactivity. Eventually, the local flame is quenched. Second, if a flame hole is in a region of a
low scalar dissipation rate, the hot gas and radicals from the surrounding flame are transported to the flame hole
by turbulent eddies, leading to the increase of the local heat release and temperature. Eventually, the flame hole is
re-ignited. The re-ignition process is consistent with the turbulent flame folding mechanism discussed in the
literature [13–17].

4.3 Local flame extinction and re-ignition in flame Fno33
When local flame extinction occurs in a large region, the extinction and re-ignition processes are likely different
from that of a small flame hole discussed earlier, since the turbulent flame folding mechanism of hot gas and
radicals transport from the surrounding flame to the flame hole is absent. Figure 10 shows an instantaneous field
of HRR, temperature, scalar dissipation rate, and mass fractions of OH, H 2 , HO 2 and CH 4 , and the reaction
rates of H 2 and HO 2 for flame Fno33. The iso-lines of the stoichiometric mixture fraction separate the fuel-rich
region around the centerline of the burner and the fuel-lean region outside. As discussed earlier, the swirling
airflow induced a flow recirculation in the air tube, which enables the transport of fuel into the air tube. The low
scalar dissipation rate in the air tube allows for a stable flame in the region. Figure 10 shows a two-layer HRR
distribution in the air tube, one in the fuel-lean mixture and one along the iso-surface of stoichiometric mixture
fraction. From the individual reaction rate along line B in the air tube (cf., the HRR field), it is found that the
HRR layer in the stoichiometric mixture is mainly dominant by the reactions consuming OH radicals, i.e., H 2 +
OH = H 2 O + H (denoted hereafter as R5, Table 2) and OH + OH = H 2 O + O (R7). The HRR of the fuel-lean
mixture comes mainly from the recombination reaction of H radicals, H + O 2 + M = HO 2 + M (R9).
alt-text: Fig. 10
Fig. 10

Instantaneous distributions of HRR, temperature, scalar dissipation rate, mass fractions of OH, H 2 , HO 2 , and CH 4 , and
reaction rates of H 2 and HO 2 for flame Fno33. HRR, χ , HO 2 , and CH 4 are shown in log-scale and the white lines denote the
stoichiometric mixture fraction Z st .

alt-text: Table 2
Table 2
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The table layout displayed in this section is not how it will appear in the ﬁnal version. The representation below is
solely purposed for providing corrections to the table. To preview the actual presentation of the table, please view
the Proof.

Key reactions in the Smooke mechanism [68] contributing to the formation of flame holes and to the edge flame propagation.
R1

H + O 2 = O + OH

R5

H 2 + OH = H 2 O + H

R7

OH + OH = H 2 O +O

R9

H + O 2 + M = HO 2 + M

R10

HO 2 + H = OH + OH

R15

CH 4 = CH 3 + H

R25

HCO + M = CO + H + M

R29

HO 2 + HO 2 = H 2 O 2 + O 2

R30

H 2 O 2 + M = OH + OH + M

At the shown instant of time

the flame is locally quenched around x ~ 75mm, where both HRR and OH

radicals are absent. This region, referred here also as the flame hole, starts downstream the recirculation zone
(cf., Fig. 6 for the recirculation zones of the mean flow), where the scalar dissipation rate is high, and it ends in a
downstream location where the scalar dissipation rate is low. In the flame hole, a high concentration of HO 2 is
present in thick layers where the fuel (CH 4 ) is also present. Although not shown in Fig. 10 for brevity, high
concentrations of H 2 O 2 are also found in the flame hole. A certain low level of combustion intermediate, e.g.,
H 2 , can also be found in the fuel-rich region of the flame hole where the temperature is lower than the peak
flame temperature but higher than the ambient air temperature. When examining the reaction rates in the flame
hole, it is found that the reaction rates of H 2 and HRR are negligible, which suggests that the relatively high
values of H 2 concentration and temperature in the flame hole are due to the transport from the flame region
upstream, while not due to local reactions in the flame hole. In the fuel-lean region around the height of the flame
hole,

high concentrations of HO 2 and CH 4 are shown. The local reaction rates of these species are

negligible. Thus, HO 2 and CH 4 in the fuel-lean region are due to the turbulent transport from the fuel-rich
region of the flame hole.
In the upstream fuel-rich region of the flame hole, the reaction rate of HO 2 is significantly higher than that in the
diffusion flame upstream, i.e., along line-B inside the air tube marked in the HRR field. The formation of HO 2 is
through the reaction H + O 2 + M = HO 2 + M (R9), which is an exothermic reaction giving rise to the HRR
shown in the upstream fuel-rich region of the flame hole. In the flame hole the chain terminating reaction R9 is
faster than the chain branching reaction H + O 2 = O + OH (R1), due to the low temperature, which explains the
absence of OH radicals in the flame hole. The H radicals participating in reaction R9 comes partly from the fueldissociation reaction CH 4 = CH 3 + H (R15). This reaction requires high temperature, and it becomes negligible
in the downstream region of the flame hole as the entrainment of the ambient cold air to the flame hole increases
along downstream direction. With H radicals being consumed in R9, the rate of HO 2 formation in the
downstream part of the flame hole becomes negligible.
From the above discussion, the onset of a flame hole can be explained as the following. When the high scalar
dissipation rate in the flame region (around the iso-line of the stoichiometric mixture fraction) is high, heat loss
from the flame to the ambient cold air is high, which leads to a decrease of flame temperature. Subsequently, the
radical recombination reaction R9 is enhanced and the radical branching reaction R1 is suppressed, as indicated
by the absence of OH radicals and the high HO 2 concentration in thick layers. Eventually, when the radicals H,
O, and OH are consumed the reaction rates are negligible and a flame hole is formed. This scenario of flame
hole formation is consistent with the rate-ratio asymptotic analyses of non-premixed flames [77,78].
At the downstream boundary of the flame hole, the scalar dissipation rate is low and the HRR becomes
significant again, indicating the onset of re-ignition. It is useful to examine the reaction rates in the leading edge
of the reaction layers downstream the flame hole, i.e., the region marked as C in the OH field, Fig. 10. In regionC, an island of high OH radicals is found around the stoichiometric mixture fraction and HO 2 is consumed. In
this region, OH radicals are formed mainly through the reaction HO 2 + H = OH + OH (R10), which leads to the
complete consumption of HO 2 in the OH island. The H radicals participating in reaction R10 come mainly from
reaction H 2 + OH = H 2 O + H (R5). The fuel dissociation reaction R15 is relatively unimportant in region-C.
In the flame hole, H 2 O 2 is formed through the reaction HO 2 + HO 2 = H 2 O 2 + O 2 (R29). This reaction has
zero activation energy [68]. Thus, it is active in the entire flame hole. Owing to this reaction, H 2 O 2 is found in
the broad region in the flame hole, nearly overlapping with the distribution of HO 2 . The dissociation reaction
H 2 O 2 + M = OH + OH + M (R30) provides the possibility of downstream re-ignition. The reaction rate of R30

in region-C is however, significantly lower than that of R10. Thus, it can be concluded that the stabilization of
the edge flame downstream the flame hole is not due to the ignition mechanism but rather due to the edge flame
propagation.
The HRR distribution suggests a triple flame structure of the edge flame downstream the flame hole, with a
leading edge in region-C, followed by a fuel-rich reaction front around the centerline of the jet where HO 2 is
oxidized through reaction R10, along with fuel oxidation reactions forming combustion intermediates, e.g., H 2 .
This gives rise to the inner HRR branch. A high HRR branch is shown around the stoichiometric mixture
fraction where H 2 is oxidized. This HRR layer corresponds to the diffusion flame branch of the triple flame.
Outside the diffusion flame branch, a lean premixed flame branch is seen, in which HO 2 and the fuel leaked
through the flame hole are oxidized, cf., line-A marked in the HRR field. Since the mixture upstream of the
leading front of the triple flame contains not only fuel and oxygen but also reactant intermediates such as H 2 ,
HO 2 , H 2 O 2 , and CH 2 O (not shown for brevity), the leading front is an ignition assisted partially premixed
flame.

4.4 Local flame extinction and re-ignition in flame Fno55
The flame structure inside the airflow tube and in the proximity of the fuel jet in flame Fno55 is similar to that in
the flame Fno33, cf., Figs. 10 and 11. The swirl induced recirculation flow enables the mixing of fuel and air
inside the air tube and the stabilization of a diffusion flame. The HRR distribution exhibits a two-layer flame
structure, one along Z st , that is attributed to the reactions with OH radicals through R5 and R7 (cf. Table 2), and
one on the fuel-lean side that is attributed to the forming of HO 2 through R9.
alt-text: Fig. 11
Fig. 11

Instantaneous distribution of HRR, temperature, scalar dissipation rate, and mass fractions of OH, CH 2 O, H 2 , HO 2 , H 2 O 2 ,
CH 4 , and O 2 for flame Fno55, in which χ and mass fractions of HO 2 , H 2 O 2 , and CH 4 are in log-scale.

Compared with the structure of flame Fno33, the local extinction region in flame Fno55 is significantly larger.
The higher fuel jet velocity in flame Fno55 gives rise to a lower effective swirl number and therefore a weaker
vortex breakdown and a smaller internal recirculation zone, thus resulting in a higher gradient of mixture
fraction, and a higher scalar dissipation rate in flame Fno55, with the iso-line of the stoichiometric mixture
fraction closer to the high scalar dissipation rate region. This results in an earlier local extinction of the flame, as
seen in the OH field shown in Fig. 11. The mechanism of local extinction is the same as that in flame Fno33.
The high scalar dissipation rate gives rise to a faster mixing of air into the flame and this resulting in faster
cooling of the flame temperature than heat release from the chemical reactions in the flame. Subsequently, the
chain terminating reaction R9 overtakes the chain branching reaction R1, leading to flame quenching. This
quenching mechanism explains the high concentration of HO 2 in the flame hole. Due to the lack of radicals in
the flame hole, the consumption of HO 2 is mainly through reaction R29, which gives rise to the formation of
H 2 O 2 in the downstream region of the flame hole.
The scalar dissipation rate decreases in the flame hole along the downstream direction, and eventually the
mixture is re-ignited. After reaching a statistically stationary state, the leading flame front downstream of the
flame hole shows a triple flame structure, similar to that of flame Fno33. The HRR field shows a high heat
release rate around the iso-surface of Z st , and a relatively low HRR on the fuel-rich side and the fuel-lean side of
the mixture, cf. the right branches of the HRR field shown in Fig. 11. These HRR layers correspond respectively
to the diffusion flame branch and the fuel-rich premixed flame branch of the triple flame. Across the fuel-rich
premixed flame, the fuel is partially oxidized and oxygen is consumed, along with a nearly complete oxidation of
H 2 O 2 , HO 2 and CH 2 O. Since combustion intermediates, e.g., H 2 O 2 and HO 2 , exist in the mixture upstream
the triple flame, the structure of the triple flame is different from the conventional triple flame that has only fuel
and air in the upstream mixture.
A temporal evolution of the iso-surface of the stoichiometric mixture fraction is displayed in Fig. 12, which
shows the 3D topology of the diffusion flame branch and the leading edge of the triple flame structure (note that
the fuel-rich premixed flame branch is in the inner region enveloped by the 3D iso-surface of Z st shown in the
figure). The temperature in the diffusion flame branch is rather uniform showing stable combustion without local
extinction. The shape of the flame surface varies in time due to both the large scale flow motion (i.e., swirling
flow motion) that is responsible for the counter-clockwise rotation (from top-view) of the 3D structure, and the
small-scale turbulence/flame interactions that are responsible for the surface wrinkling. The flame leading front is
stabilized in the flame height region
flame is an ignition assisted flame propagation.
alt-text: Fig. 12
Fig. 12

. Moreover, as discussed earlier, the leading front of the triple

Instantaneous T contours on the 3D iso-surface of Z st for flame Fno55 during the time interval 0.061 s < t < 0.063 s.
denotes an arbitrary time when the flame is at the statistically stationary state.

To evaluate the effect of diffusion and chemical reaction at the leading flame front the budget terms of the
transport equation for the mass fraction of CO 2 are compared in Fig. 13. The budget terms are calculated in a
small domain, around the flame height of

with a 2mm interval in the axial direction, around the flame

part of the iso-surface of mixture fraction (0.05 < Z < 0.06 and T > 1500). Figure 13 displays the maximal
values of the diffusion term and the reaction rate of CO 2 in the small leading flame front domain. Also shown in

the figure is the ratio of the reaction rate term to the diffusion term, which is referred here as the Damköhler
number, Da. It is shown that Da is approximately 2to–7, indicating that the reaction rate is 2to–7 folds of the

diffusion term. This value is higher than that in a typical triple flame [79], which illustrates the significant
contribution of the combustion intermediates, e.g., HO 2 , in the flame hole upstream of the triple flame, to the
chemical reactions at the leading flame front. Although smaller than the reaction rate, the diffusion term is still
significantly larger than that of an ignition front that has a value of Da of 10 or higher [80,81].
alt-text: Fig. 13
Fig. 13

(a) Budget analyses of CO 2 and (b) Da number around the flame front (T > 1500 K ,

interval in axial direction) along a

flow-through time.

5 Conclusions
Local extinction and re-ignition of non-premixed swirling methane/air flames in a laboratory burner are
investigated using LES with a transported PDF sub-grid scale model within the Eulerian Stochastic Field
framework. Three flames cover a conventional diffusion flame with a low fuel jet velocity, and two flames with
local extinction and re-ignition under high fuel jet velocity conditions. The Smooke chemical kinetic mechanism
is employed, in which key elementary reactions are identified to explain the extinction and re-ignition process.
Several mechanisms of local extinction and re-ignition are evaluated. The following conclusions are drawn:

• The fuel jet velocity exhibits a significant impact on the flame structures in the present nonpremixed swirling methane/air flames. As the fuel velocity increases, the effective swirl number
decreases, and the size of the recirculation zone induced by vortex breakdown decreases in both
the axial and the radial directions. The stoichiometric mixture in the downstream region of the
recirculation zone is near the central fuel jet flow stream where the scalar dissipation rate is high.
The flame in the upstream portion of the recirculation zone is maintained, while at the
downstream location of the recirculation zone the flame is quenched due to the high scalar
dissipation rate. A lifted flame is stabilized at a further downstream location where the scalar
dissipation rate is low.

• The local flame extinction process in the proximity of the burner exit is dynamic, and the scalar
dissipation rate χ under which a flame region is locally quenched is lower than the referenced
scalar dissipation rate for flame extinction of a 1D steady laminar flame, χ q . A flame hole formed
earlier can be re-ignited when the χ drops to significantly below the χ q . The re-ignition of the
flame hole is governed by the mechanism of turbulent flame folding. Hot gas from the
surrounding diffusion flame is transported to the flame hole by turbulent eddies and molecular
diffusion, which in turn triggers the chemical reactions leading gradually to the
shrinking/disappearing of the flame hole.

• The mechanism of local extinction in the flame hole and at the trailing edge of the diffusion flame
in the downstream part of the recirculation zone is similar to the mechanism of quenching of a
steady laminar flame. When the scalar dissipation rate is high, air diffusion to the reaction zone of
the flame is enhanced, and leakage of air through the reaction zone to the fuel-rich side of the
mixture is increased, thus leading to a decrease of the flame temperature and slowing down the
heat release rate.

• The leading fronts of the lifted flames downstream the local extinction region in the high fuel jet
velocity flames exhibit a triple flame structure. These triple flames are different from a
conventional lifted jet flame. Due to the existence of the diffusion flames in the upstream
recirculation zone in the proximity of the burner exit, the mixture in the flame hole is a mixture of
fuel, air, and combustion intermediates including HO 2 , H 2 O 2 , and CH 2 O, etc. These species
contribute to the radical formation and heat release in the triple flame. As a result, the stabilization
of the downstream flame is by the mechanism of ignition assisted partially premixed flame
propagation.

It is shown that LES with PDF-ESF sub-grid model can simulate the local extinction and re-ignition process
reasonably well. In particular, the method allows for the elementary reactions to be directly coupled with the subgrid turbulence and the local thermodynamic variables. In this regard, it is expected that the prediction is affected
by the chemical kinetic mechanism employed. When a more detailed mechanism is used a more accurate
prediction of the local extinction and re-ignition process is expected.
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Appendix A
When the ESF-PDF method is used, the number of stochastic fields is a model parameter to be selected. Since
the ESF-PDF method is computationally demanding, it is desirable to choose a minimal number of fields for an
acceptable numerical accuracy. A sensitivity study is carried out to investigate the convergence behaviour of the
ESF-PDF results with respect to the variation of the number of stochastic fields. The study was carried out for
the flame Fno33.
Figure 14 displays the convergence behaviour of two key terms in the PDF equation, the Wiener and the
reaction rate term for the mass fraction of OH radicals (cf. Eq. (7)), along the flame height. The data are
extracted from one iso-line of stoichiometric mixture fraction Z st (the white line in Fig. 14(c)). The ensemble
average of the Wiener term using the different fields should converge to zero as the number of stochastic fields
increases, while the ensemble average of reaction rate should converge to a non-zero value. It can be seen that
ensemble averaged reaction rate of OH mass fraction converges reasonably well with 8 stochastic fields. The
ensemble average coincides well with that from 12, 16, and 32 stochastic fields. The convergence of the
ensemble averaged Wiener term requires however a larger number of stochastic fields, with 32 fields still
yielding certain departure from the ideally converged value of zero. The use of 8 fields yields an ensemble
averaged value about 25% of that from 2 fields. However, the Wiener term is in general smaller than that of the
reaction rate term, with the latter having a more dominant influence on the results as shown below.
alt-text: Fig. 14
Fig. 14

The ensemble average of Wiener term (a) and reaction rate term (b) in the PDF equation for OH mass fraction (Eq. (7))
extracted along a white line shown in (c) computed using 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, and 32 fields.

Figure 15 shows the time averaged mean mass fraction of OH radicals conditioned on the stoichiometric mixture
fraction (

) from ESF-PDF simulations using 2, 4, 8, 12, and 16 stochastic fields. The time average is

based on data collected during

which covers about 10 local extinction and re-ignition events, cf. Fig. 9. It is

shown that as the number of the stochastic fields increases, the

profiles converge to a single profile. The

profiles from 12 and 16 stochastic fields overlap very well, while the profile from 8 fields are reasonably well
converged to the profiles of the 12 and 16 fields. Similar comparison has been made for the time averaged
temperature profile conditioned on the stoichiometric mixture fraction. It is found that the time averaged
temperature profile from 8 fields is in a closer agreement with that from the 12 and 16 fields than for the
profiles (for brevity the temperatures are not shown).
alt-text: Fig. 15
Fig. 15

Time averaged mean mass fraction of OH radicals conditioned on stoichiometric mixture fraction based on 2, 4, 8, 12, and 16
stochastic fields.
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